
Microsoft Teams Rooms
Transform your meeting rooms and work like you’re 
in one place with a rich Microsoft Teams experience



The workplace is more team based and mobile than ever

80%
2x

56%

15%

1 University of Virginia. 2 US IW Survey, 2014. 3 Microsoft Business Meetings Habits Practices Study, February 2018. 4 CSS Insight, August 2016
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Sources:1 How much workplace collaboration is too much? (https://news.virginia.edu/content/qa-how-much-workplace-collaboration-too-much) 2 2009, 2014 US IW Survey3 Microsoft Business Meetings Habits Practices Study, February 20184 Survey Reveals Skyrocketing Usage and Growing IT Maturity in Enterprise Mobility (https://www.ccsinsight.com/blog/survey-reveals-skyrocketing-usage-and-growing-it-maturity-in-enterprise-mobility) 



The hub for teamwork in
Microsoft Office 365

Communicate
through chat, meetings & calls

Collaborate
with deeply integrated Office 365 apps

Customize & Extend
with 3rd party apps, processes, and devices

Work with confidence
enterprise level security, compliance, and 
manageability
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[This is an animated slide. Please show it in presentation mode][MAIN POINT TO LAND]Microsoft Teams is a hub for teamwork, a chat-based workspace that enables teams to be more productive by giving them a single and secure location that brings together everything a team needs: chats, meetings, calls, files, and tools. Microsoft Teams is one place for all the needs your teams have.  Microsoft Teams delivers on four core promises to create a digital workspace for high performing teams.[COMMUNICATE]First, Microsoft Teams solves for the communication needs of a diverse workforce. Since preview, Microsoft Teams has evolved to a complete  meetings and calling solution, incl. chat, voice and video, as we have completed our roadmap for bringing Skype for Business Online features and functionality into Teams. You can use Teams for informal 1:1 or group chats – directly on your phone if you’re on the go. Or you can have an open conversation in a channel. This enables people to share information in a transparent way to accelerate decision making. And it's super easy to move from a chat into a face to face meeting, helping you to bridge geographical barriers.  [COLLABORATE]When it comes to collaboration, the deep Office integration enables today’s multigenerational workforce to use the Office apps they are familiar with and love - Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, SharePoint, Planner, even Power BI - right within the context of Teams. You can avoid email attachments and having to search for the latest version of a document. Teams brings all the Office 365 services together – so that you can easily share and co-author files. [CUSTOMIZE]Many of you use other services than Office 365 as well which results in you having to jump between and spend time in disparate experiences. We built Teams to be the hub for all the services and tools your teams use on a day to day basis. So, you can customize Teams with tabs, connector and bots to include the apps and services you need - <mention relevant 3rd party apps like GitHub and Trello>. We have also created an extensible platform, to enable building apps and to integrate with business processes.And for Frontline workers, Teams provides an additional set of capabilities including schedule management.  [WORK WITH CONFIDENCE]Microsoft Teams comes with the enterprise grade security, compliance and manageability that you expect from Office 365 which customers tell us is a huge value add for them.



Workplace of 
the future is 
hybrid

Collaborative
ideation

Reliable network and 
purpose-built 

equipment/spaces

Improved work/life 
boundaries

Increased movement 
and ergonomic 

furniture 

Social connections and 
support

Perception of non-
verbal interactions 

and cues
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Remote work has demonstrated a variety of benefits whether its more flexible work hours, increased fluidity between work and life activities, or others. However, it has also introduced new challenges. Through over 30 Microsoft-led research projects, and by listening to our partners and customers it is clear, there is still tremendous value in co-located work environments. So the future of the workplace is likely a blend of remote work and physical offices, with increased flexibility and choice. So how do we think about the meeting experience in this hybrid workplace? We’ve just showed you how Teams can power remote work, but what about those people who return to the office. What about the meeting room experience?If speaker wants, they can pick 2-3 to highlight….Collaborative ideation (recommended as a highlight)While remote work tends to favor ‘solo work,’ physical workspaces better support the collaborative generation of new ideas, finding clarity and alignment within a team and the ability to set goals and change direction as a team.Improved work/life boundariesThe physical separation between office and home helps employees establish boundaries between work and life tasks. Remote workers tend to observe longer workdays, partially due to interweaving work and life tasks, and have a difficult time “switching off.”Social connections and supportThe social connections, social support and workplace friendships present in physical workspaces, are critical to work satisfaction and task performance. Remote workers report greater feelings of isolation and loneliness, and struggle to replace casual, spontaneous “watercooler” conversations.Access to reliable network and purpose-built equipment/spaces (recommended as a highlight)Those working from an office likely have access to reliable network with greater bandwidth, enabling higher quality A/V experiences. They also have access to equipment and spaces designed for work-related tasks including meeting rooms with video solutions, two monitors and quiet areas for focused work. Increased movement and ergonomic furnitureEmployees in physical workspaces are required to move about the space to use the restroom, get coffee, and walk between offices/meeting rooms, while remote workers report less movement throughout the day. Some organizations also provide ergonomic furniture for employee use in the office.Perception of non-verbal interactions and cues (recommended as a highlight)For employees participating in in-person meetings, it can be easier to “read the room,” pick up on non-verbal interactions and cues from other participants and gain a sense of the audience – especially valuable when presenting and determining if adjustments need to be made.



Work how you want, where you want

Access intelligent communications
Smarter and faster ways to connect and 
collaborate with your devices 

Purpose-built
Devices optimized for your spaces and 
work styles 

Work with confidence
Certified devices, with high quality video 
and audio, enterprise-grade security, and 
easy set up and management 



Devices go through rigorous 
testing and certification

Skype for Business Microsoft Teams
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Shorten title 



We work across spaces and devices
United by Microsoft Teams

Individual work spaces
At home

On the go or in transit

Individual office or dedicated workspace

Group work spaces
Huddle spaces and focus rooms

Communal areas and touchdown spaces

Small, medium and large meeting rooms

Personal Devices

IP PhonesAudio & Video 
Peripherals

Teams Display

Shared Devices

Surface HubTeams Rooms
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Throughout our days, we transition from individual work to group-based work (potentially many times in one day) and in doing so, we find ourselves moving from space to space, from individual spaces to group spaces. (talk through spaces and use personal examples to make it real)Next we need to consider what devices people might be using and these vary depending on the spaces. People on the go may use their mobile. In an office setting, people may use a PC, a PC paired with an audio & video peripheral, or an IP desk phone.  As workers move to working in a shared space they are faced with different types of rooms like small huddle spaces and focus rooms, open communal areas or touchdown spaces and of course conference rooms in every shape and size. Depending on the space type and scenario that space is designed to support, people may be faced with different kinds of meeting devices like collaboration bars, Microsoft Teams Rooms and Surface Hubs. And while this transition from space-to-space/device-to-device, may seem complex, it is made seamless when you unify all devices with Microsoft Teams. 



Microsoft Teams devices for
every space and working style

Teamwork across spaces and devices

Familiar
simple transitions and 
consistent experiences 
between all device types

Personal Devices

IP PhonesDisplayAudio & Video
Peripherals

Inclusive
intelligent devices give 
everyone a voice,
wherever they may be

Quality
high quality audio, video 
and sharing experiences on 
any device, in any space

Ready
reliable, manageable and 
up-to-date systems ensure 
meetings just work

Shared Devices

Surface HubTeams Rooms
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We have a full portfolio of Microsoft Teams devices for every space and workstyle. Across all of the Teams Devices you’ll find:A consistent, familiar experience– so no more wondering how to start a meetingInclusive, intelligent devices that give everyone an opportunity to participate and be heardHigh quality audio, video and sharing experiencesAnd reliable systems that can be managed and just work





Bring the Microsoft Teams experience to every meeting

Introducing Microsoft Teams Rooms
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Introducing Microsoft Teams Rooms

Transform your meeting rooms with Microsoft Teams
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Introducing Microsoft Teams Rooms

Make any space a Microsoft Teams meeting place



Introducing Microsoft Teams Rooms

Easy to deploy, simple to manage



Introducing Microsoft Teams Rooms

Microsoft Teams Rooms hardware and software

A center of room touch controller lets you 
manage a Microsoft Teams meeting end to end



People-centric 
meeting room  
experiences

Reduce friction for 
in-room participants

Foster interactive and 
inclusive meetings 
for all

Enhance meeting 
collaboration and co-
creation

Proximity beaconing

Inclusive meeting features and 
controls

Whiteboard

Companion features

Intelligent Content Capture

Coordinated Meetings
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Microsoft Teams devices are designed to help people optimize the power of Teams and bridge the gap between remote and shared workspaces. Through a combination of Teams meetings features, people-centric room experiences, and industry leading hardware, users benefit from low-friction, inclusive, and interactive meetings, whether they join remotely or in the meeting room.For years we’ve designed people-centric meeting room experiences to:Reduce friction for in-room participants by making it easier to add a room to their meeting, or share and navigate content from their personal device using proximity beaconing and companion featuresTo foster an interactive and inclusive meeting environment for all participants, regardless of where they are located. A couple ways we’ve done this is by bringing some of the inclusive Teams meeting features from desktop into the room, like raise hand and pin video. We’ve also created new experiences like intelligent content capture, that gives people a way to bring an analog whiteboard into the meeting so everyone can see it, then digitize the board so everyone can draw and ink together. And we design experiences to enhance collaboration. Earlier this year we enabled support for touchscreen displays so in-room participants can more easily collaborate with people joining remotely by leveraging the Microsoft whiteboard experience in Teams, on the large screen display in the room.As customer needs continue to evolve, we continue to innovate and build on these experiences to meet those needs. Earlier this month we announced new and reimagined capabilities for Teams-enabled meeting rooms, to help our customers stay connected and keep work flowing in this hybrid workplace. Lets take a look!
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When a Teams app on a PC or mobile device 
is close to an available Microsoft Teams 
Rooms, the proximity sensor in the Teams app 
detects the Microsoft Teams Rooms in the 
meeting room, and can add Microsoft Teams 
Rooms to the meeting as a participant.

The PC or mobile app will automatically go into 
content-only mode allowing the room to 
provide audio & video into the meeting without 
echo and feedback generated by the other 
clients in the room.

Inside the meeting room, the FOR and console 
will show that you are trying to add the room, 
and a user will have to accept the incoming 
invitation on the console to bring the room 
system into the meeting.



Connect personal and meeting-room devices to share content and control the meeting



Good things come in pairs

Touch Display

Collaboration

Microsoft
Teams Rooms

Communication

+

+



Add a content camera to any Microsoft Teams 
Room to share an intelligent, augmented 
whiteboard view into Teams meetings.





Coordinated Meetings with Microsoft Teams Room
One touch coordinated meeting launch

Flexible join options

Single-touch join from 
Microsoft Teams Room console 
or Surface Hub 2S home screen
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Presentation Notes
Coordinated Meetings is coming to Surface Hub and MTRs later this year. This is a really exciting feature as it enables a coordinated meeting experience between the two devices. With a single-touch, a user can join the meeting from either the Microsoft Teams Room console or the Surface Hub 2S home screen. *click to next slide*



Coordinated Meetings with Microsoft Teams Room 

Flexible join options
Single-touch join from Microsoft Teams Room 
console or Surface Hub 2S home screen

Maximize screen real estate 
Microsoft Teams Room display shows 
community view of video feeds, while Surface 
Hub 2S shows content or Whiteboard 

Audio/video coordinated
Microsoft Teams Room runs the 
audio and video with muting of 
Surface Hub 2S

Anticipating go-live in CY 2020
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This allows users to maximize their screen real estate by using the front of room display (managed by the MTR), to show video feeds, chat, etc while the Surface Hub can be used to show content or conduct a whiteboarding session. With Coordinated Meetings, the Microsoft Teams Room runs the audio and video while the Surface Hub 2S is muted to avoid any kind of howling or screeching.  



Ecosystem Focused
smarter management for device ecosystems

Consistent
unified experience across all device types

Insightful
data driven insights and troubleshooting

Complete
parity+ with existing management portals

Policies & Compliance
support for CA policies and compliance policies

Low Friction
low friction for both SMB and Enterprise users
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Smarter Management for Device Ecosystems“Room” aware framework capable of detecting devices within a particular environment (like a room) and being able to track functionality across the entire group.Intune Based Enrollment & Policy EnforcementIntune/AAD powered device enrollment with the ability to apply Compliance & CA policies utilizing the existing Intune pipeline.Consistent Management Across Device TypesAbility to perform management tasks on a group of devices of different manufacturers and models.  For example, the ability to perform a single software update operation on all IP phones within a building regardless of model.Telemetry and Data-driven Diagnostics/InsightsContinuous device heart-beat and health information to detect devices issues before a problem is reported by a user.  Advanced Insights based on device utilization patterns and other metrics.Low Friction for SMB/EnterpriseZero-touch enrollment flow making device provisioning simple and fast.Manual/Dynamic Device GroupingScheduling of Updates & other ActivitiesLocation-aware Device PoliciesFor example, being able to schedule a software update of all IP phones in Redmond Building #83 at 12 Mid night.This also applies to other management activities like configuration management and others.



Manage your Microsoft Teams devices in one place
Teams Admin Center | Simple for IT, secure for everyone

Automatic Enrollment

Inventory Management
NEW! Custom tagging

Remote Troubleshooting

Configuration Management

Health Monitoring

Software Update Framework
NEW! Enable automatic updates for Android OS devices

Call quality insights
NEW! Call quality data 

Role Based Access Control
NEW! Teams Device Administrator

Partner delegation
NEW! Securely delegate access
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Managing Teams devices in the Teams Admin Center has never been easier, and beginning today, you can manage your Teams Room devices from the same location as your IP phones and collaboration bars. Using the Teams Admin Center, you have access to robust device management and health monitoring, in a single location, at no additional cost. From assigning configurations, restarting devices, to monitoring updates – you have access to all the configuration tools that you need directly from here.In addition  you can  Securely delegate device management to your Microsoft partner through Partner Center, so that partners can administer and manage the devices on your behalf.  



Microsoft Teams Rooms Managed Services 

Our expertise, your peace of mind

Intelligent Operations 
Software and machine learning that automates updates, 
problem detection, problem resolution and scales rooms 
efficiently

Dedicated Experts
24x7 service operations, tiered support, and incident 
resolution assistance

Enhanced Insights
Rich analytics, reporting and proven learnings at scale 
across many customers

Microsoft Teams Rooms has a service 
that provides a complete solution for 
room management, incident resolution, 
room analytics and recommendations, all 
operated by Microsoft experts.

Proactive Management

Realtime Monitoring & Root Cause Analysis

Managed Updates & Security

Customer Support

Insights & Recommendations

Learn more: https://rooms.Microsoft.com/premium

https://rooms.microsoft.com/premium


Device Partnerships



Android Windows 



Crestron Flex

• One Consistent User Experience from the desktop to the 
boardroom, with nine form factors to choose from.

• Easily Provision and Manage all hardware from a single cloud-
based platform built in Microsoft Azure.

• Hardware Engineered to deliver flawless video, crystal clear 
audio, and environmental room control. 

• Flexible Options with mobile-cart, front-of-room and tabletop 
formfactors supporting single or dual displays.

• Dual Mode Technology uniquely provides a certified Teams 
experience with the ability to support BYOD video conferencing.

• Remote Room Control uniquely allows support staff to monitor 
and control rooms remotely via Microsoft Azure.

A family of Microsoft Certified Solutions for every space

New! Crestron Flex R-Series 
- Rapid Deployment Cart

Helping customers radically 
scale their Teams 
environment in a post-COVID 
world.

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers



Crestron Flex 
Solutions for any space. Anywhere. Any number of people.

Small & Medium Rooms Small, Medium & Large Rooms Small, Medium, Large and Custom Spaces

Crestron Flex B-Series
Front-of-Room Soundbar 

 Full range speakers and beam forming 
microphone ensures exceptional audio 
quality with 15’ range

 Integrated wide angle 4K camera with 
auto zoom and people counting

 Integrated quick-install mounting 
bracket, makes installation a snap.

Crestron Flex M-Series
Tabletop Conferencing  

 Exceptional microphone and speaker 
quality, with 360-degree 20’ range 
insures everyone is seen and heard.

 Optional mic pods for larger spaces
 Easy to install with a single network 

cable delivering audio, video and 
content.

Integration Kit

 Integrates with any existing room 
system providing room control as well 
as native Teams experience

 Ideal for custom spaces of all sizes, 
delivering a solution for every space.

 Integrates with 3rd party peripherals 
(e.g. AVer), providing a consistent user 
interface, smart room control, and a 
single management platform

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers
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Dell Meeting Space Solutions
A total conference room ecosystem 

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• Tested and validated: An intelligent validated complete solution tested by Dell 

engineers to work out of the box. 

• Easy to deploy, easy to manage: Powered by the smallest, most powerful 

desktop Dell OptiPlex Micro 7080 with 10th gen Intel® Core™ Processors

• Next level teamwork: Group collaboration is seamless and intuitive with Dell’s 

interactive touch monitors.

• Great peripherals: Room control, studio quality video and sound with Logitech 

Tap, conference cameras and speakers

• Trusted reliability: All Dell Meeting Space Solutions come with a 3-year warranty 

for Dell hardware and a 2-year warranty for Logitech devices. 



Dell Meeting Space Solutions 
Simplify group collaboration with validated conference room solutions from Dell Technologies

Huddle & Small Rooms Medium Rooms Large Rooms

• Powered by the smallest, most powerful 
desktop Dell OptiPlex 7080 XE MFF

• Superior screen performance with Dell 
55 4K Interactive Touch Monitor 
C5518QT and Dell 55 4K Interactive 
Monitor C5519Q

• Studio quality video, sound and 
management with Logitech Tap and 
Logitech Meetup Conference Cam

• 3 Year Warranty with optional ProDeploy
and Optional ProSupport and 2 Year 
Warranty for Logitech Devices

• Powered by the smallest, most powerful 
desktop Dell OptiPlex 7080 XE MFF

• Captivate your audience with Dell 75 4K 
Interactive Touch Monitor C7520QT

• Studio quality video, sound and 
management with Logitech Tap and 
Logitech Rally Conference Cam.

• 3 Year Warranty with optional ProDeploy
and Optional ProSupport and 2 Year 
Warranty for Logitech Devices

• Powered by the smallest, most powerful 
desktop Dell OptiPlex 7080 XE MFF

• Engage in next level presentations with 
Dell 86 4K Interactive Touch  Monitor 
C8621QT

• Studio quality video, sound and 
management with Logitech Tap and 
Logitech Rally Plus Conference Cam 
with Rally mic, pod and hub

• 3 Year Warranty with optional ProDeploy
and Optional ProSupport and 2 Year 
Warranty for Logitech Devices

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers
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HP Elite Slice G2 and G2 Audio Ready
Simplify meetings with stress-free setup and an intuitive interface

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• Start meetings with one-touch, enjoy dual viewing angles, flexible 
accessibility, easily add attendees, and share content using the Center of 
Room Control and familiar Microsoft Teams Rooms Interface.

• Get setup quickly with hassle-free installation and intuitive user 
operation—no assembly or specialized skills required.  Easily manage, 
deploy, and secure the HP Elite Slice G2.

• Isolate voices with advanced noise cancellation for clear 
communication and increase collaboration with optional cameras.

• Protect your PC from the ground up with our only Microsoft Teams 
Rooms with a self-healing BIOS

G2 Audio Ready - COMPATIBLE WITH ANY AUDIO*

• Works with Microsoft Teams-enabled 3rd party audio/video infrastructure 
including mics and speakers

• Can be VESA mounted behind the display for hidden convenience

• Optional 5m cable to extend the Center of Room Control if the system is 
mounted

SECOND GENERATION

Center of Room Control
4 far field / noise reduction mics

4 speakers @ 90db

*USB-driven & Microsoft Teams-certified audio
**Using the included HP DisplayPort to HDMI True 4K Adapter



HP Elite Slice G2
Simplify meetings with stress-free setup and an intuitive interface

Huddle & Small Rooms Medium Rooms Large Rooms
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Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub 500
Simplifies meetings across people and places and scalable across rooms of all sizes 

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• Integrated 11.6” rotatable LCD display 

• Integrated Dolby premium audio with dual Omni-directional 
microphones

• Built-in secure cable management solution and Intel Core i5 7th

Gen vPro processor with 8GB RAM and 128GB SSD

• Easy to deploy and use, this all-in-one meeting room devices is 
the key to efficiency and start on time, every time with one tap 

• Share content quickly and easily and hear what everyone says, 
loud and clear 



Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub 500 
Simplifies meetings across people and places and scalable across rooms of all sizes 

Small & Huddle Rooms Medium Rooms Large Rooms

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers
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Logitech Tap
One-touch join for Microsoft Teams Rooms 

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• Proven: Thousands of Skype for Business and Teams Meeting Room 
installations worldwide

• Spacious: 10.1” oleophobic display in a compact low-profile enclosure

• IT-friendly and secure: Built-in cable management and hidden routing for a 
clean tabletop

• Flexible: Mounting options include Table, Swivel, Riser, Wall, VESA mount

• Silent: No distracting fan noise

• Green: Proximity sensor (3 meters) saves power with always-on convenience.



Logitech Tap 
One-touch join for Microsoft Teams Rooms 

Small & Huddle Rooms Medium Rooms Large Rooms

• Includes Logitech Tap and Logitech 
MeetUp conference cam and small 
form-factor PC

• Purpose-built for small meeting rooms 
and huddle rooms

• Includes Logitech Tap and Logitech 
Rally system (camera, speaker, and 
microphone) and small form-factor PC

• Perfect for medium-sized conference 
rooms

• Includes Logitech Tap and Logitech 
Rally Plus system (camera, 2x speakers, 
and 2x microphones) and small form-
factor PC

• Designed for large rooms with modular 
audio for full coverage even in very large 
rooms

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers
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Poly G-Series 
Offering a broad portfolio of Microsoft Teams Rooms solutions 

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• 8” LED display

• Integrated HDMI ingest and USB Port 

• 10m fiber optic USB cable (25m/40m options available)

• Delivers clutter-free experience

• Compute appliance:

• Lenovo ThinkSmart Edition Tiny

• Wall/VESA mount kit, to keep the compute away from users and 
for cable management 



Poly G-Series
Offering a broad portfolio of Microsoft Teams Rooms solutions 

Small & Huddle Rooms Small to Medium Rooms Medium to Large Rooms

• Connect to existing Teams USB 
peripherals

• Small to Medium Rooms with Poly 
G40-T

and Poly Studio 
(camera, speaker, microphone) 

• Poly MeetingAI for best-in-class camera 
tracking and noise suppression

• Medium to Large Rooms with Poly 
G85-T

• Best Poly speaker/mic technology and 
production-like camera tracking for 
large+ rooms

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers
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Yealink MVC II Series 
Mtouch II Touch Panel 

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• 8-inch IPS screen, 1280 x 800 resolution, 10-point capacitive touch screen

• Light-weight console allows flexible angle adjustment with the hinge

• Wake up room system automatically with built-in Human Motion Sensor

• Perform call control, camera control, content sharing etc.

• Support built-in wired and wireless content sharing

• Mini-PC and console are separate; the Yealink MCore Mini-PC box is flexible to 
be deployed on the wall, table or TV cart.



Yealink MVC II Series 
MTouch II Touch Panel 

Small to Medium Rooms Medium and Large Rooms Large Rooms

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

· Simple deployment
for MTR system

· Premium voice and
video quality    

· Content sharing in
wired and wireless ways    

· Manage devices
remotely
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Poly Studio – X30 and X50
Integrated Teams Room on Android, ideal for personal and huddle spaces

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• All-in-one video solution 

• Includes wall mount and privacy cover

• 120° FOV and 4x digital zoom (X30) and 5x digital zoom (X50) with automatic 
people framing

• Beamforming microphone arrays and noise blocking technology that allows 
every word to be heard without distractions

• Control via a touch display, or optional TC8 (8” touch controller) or Bluetooth 
remote



Poly Studio – X30 and X50 
Integrated Teams Room on Android, ideal for personal and huddle spaces 

Huddle and Small Rooms
Small Rooms

• Poly Studio X30 • Poly Studio X50

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers
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Yealink VC210
Affordable video solution for huddle and small rooms 

Partnerships with leading device manufacturers

• Simple design and easy plug-and-play setup

• Ultra HD 4K camera with Auto Framing, 3x digital zoom, 120º FoV

• With full-duplex speakerphone CP900 featuring HD voice and six-microphone 
beamforming

• Built-in dual-band Wi-Fi & Bluetooth

• Operate with touchscreen or the remote controller



Certified Integrated audio and video peripherals
scale Teams Rooms to all room sizes

Browse full selection at Devices Showcase aka.ms/teamsdevices
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Presentation Notes
To ensure you can use Microsoft Teams rooms to support any space type and size we have a broad range of integrated audio and video peripherals that are certified for use with Microsoft Teams rooms. As you can see from what's included here we have accessories that can be used in small rooms like focus rooms and huddle spaces all the way up to large spaces like executive boardrooms and multipurpose rooms. and you may notice a device category that you haven't seen before so let's go ahead and dive into some of the new devices that we're announcing today. 



Microsoft Teams panels
Coming Soon! 

Easily locate, identify, and manage spaces
Determine space availability and meeting details at-a-glance 

End to end room experiences
Pair with Microsoft Teams Rooms for a complete, connected 
solution

Customize with apps
Tailor panel capabilities by integrating third-party apps

Manage any space
Schedule any space with no additional devices required

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second new device category is Microsoft Teams panels. Microsoft Teams panel is a space and time management solution powered by a native Teams experience running on a compact digital display. With vibrant color coded LED indicators, you can determine space availability from a distance, while the intuitive and easy to read UI presents space and meeting information so you can confirm you’re in the right place at the right time.   Using the Teams panel, people can book an available room on the spot or find an open space close by using the “Nearby Rooms app”. IT administrators have the option to customize the experience by integrating first and third-party apps, providing users with even more options to help manage their meeting room experience.  When paired with Microsoft Teams Rooms or Surface Hub devices, users can take advantage of connected device experiences, like the ability to display room capacity notifications using information gathered from certified in-room cameras. And while the best end to end experience is pairing a Teams panel with another Teams device, you can add a panel outside of any meeting space, allowing users to schedule any room through Outlook or right from the panel itself.  We’re excited to launch this new category with our first Teams panel partners, Crestron and Yealink.



Licensing



Offerings for shared spaces

Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard 

+

Microsoft Teams Rooms – Managed Services

Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium

Seamless join experience

Innovative in-room meeting capabilities

Integrated Management in Teams Admin Center

Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard is our offering that enables all the essential Teams services for inclusive, collaborative meeting room experiences across Teams Rooms and Surface Hub. As part of this offering, customers have access to a newly improved management experience through Teams Admin Center. We're also excited to introduce a new offering called Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium. Teams Rooms Premium builds on the Teams Rooms Standard experience with management delivered by Microsoft. Our 24/7 management and operations service, run by dedicated experts combined with intelligent software allows you to shift the operational responsibility of managing your Teams Rooms to Microsoft. To learn more about this service and the device management capabilities made available through the Teams Admin Center, be sure to check out the session on Teams device management essentials.



Licensing solutions for shared communication devices
Microsoft has three SKUs for licensing meetings and calling on a per-device basis—two for meeting room devices (such as 
Microsoft Teams Rooms and Surface Hub) and one for common area phones (such as lobby phones available for guest use)

Microsoft Teams Meeting Room Standard
$15/device/month

Microsoft Teams Meeting Room Premium
$50/device/month

Common Area Phone
$8/device/month

Skype for Business

Microsoft Teams

Phone System

Audio Conferencing 2

Microsoft Intune

Microsoft Teams Rooms 
managed services

Worldwide availability

Channel availability EA, EAS, CSP, GCC, EES, Web Direct EA, EAS EA, EAS, CSP, GCC, EES, Web Direct

1 Availability and included minutes may vary by region. To verify service availability, refer to https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/. Consumption charges may apply for additional services, such as toll-
free, international minutes for domestic plans, etc. Customers can disable these features to avoid additional billing 
2 Common Area Phones can join audio conferences via dial-in number provided by the meeting organizer
3 Not available in sovereign clouds 
4 Availability varies by region. To verify service availability, refer to https://rooms.microsoft.com

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/
https://rooms.microsoft.com/


The ultimate hybrid workplace experience is here

Microsoft can help deploy two 
of your rooms at no charge*!

Get started today at 
rooms.microsoft.com

*Terms and conditions apply.   
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We want to help you get started and experience this for yourself! We can help stand up two of your Teams Rooms at no charge! Additionally, Microsoft Teams Rooms have been added to the Microsoft FastTrack program, where you can get free remote deployment assistance on select rooms. Now it’s even easier to transform your meeting room experience.   To learn more visit rooms.microsoft.com



Interoperability 



Microsoft’s Interop Solutions

Direct Guest Join 
Join your occasional Cisco Webex or Zoom meetings from a 

Microsoft Teams Room via embedded web experience 

Cloud Video Interop
When transitioning to Teams Rooms, leverage a CVI 

solution to join Teams meetings from existing 3rd party SIP 
and H323 video conferencing devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGJ: other meeting providers are being explored to be enabled



Leverage existing investments while transitioning to Teams Rooms
Connect to Teams meetings with Cloud Video Interop solutions certified for Microsoft Teams

Certified cloud video interop partners

Support for H.323* and SIP meeting room 
devices

HD video and content

Native Teams and Exchange scheduling

Powered by Azure

GCC support available**

Poly RealConnect 
For Microsoft Teams

Pexip Connector
For Microsoft Teams

BlueJeans Gateway 
For Microsoft Teams

Cisco Webex Video Integration 
for Microsoft Teams

* H.323 is not supported by Cisco CVI solution
** 3rd party solutions are not included in the Microsoft 365 Government - GCC environment offering and Microsoft does not certify 3rd party solutions for GCC.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those organization who have made prior investments in meeting room technologies, we offer Cloud Video Interop.  Through our partners Poly, Pexip, BlueJeans and soon Cisco, you can connect H.323 and SIP meeting room devices to Teams.  This service supports 1080o HD video, including video-based screen sharing.Setup, provisioning, and billing are all managed by the respective partners. Note on GCC3rd party solutions are not included in the Microsoft 365 Government - GCC environment offering and Microsoft does not certify 3rd party solutions for GCC.  3rd party solutions for Teams may not support compliance with US government requirements for cloud services, including FedRAMP Moderate, and requirements for criminal justice and federal tax information systems (CJI and FTI data types).  Solutions intended for GCC High and DOD are not yet available. Please contact the 3rd party solutions providers for more information.



CVI partner Summary

• 2 hours to deploy enterprise-wide with SaaS-
based architecture (built on Azure) suitable 
for rapid POCs and deployment

• Simple to automatically scale and manage 
without additional investment or 
maintenance outage

• Native one-touch join supports many rooms 
systems without additional licenses or 3P 
integration. Custom Branding and 1080p 
options also available for purchase. 

• Per concurrent port, per room or enterprise-
wide licensing (only CVI with ecommerce 
store)

• Cloud choice: SaaS for simplicity; self-hosted 
in Azure or on-premises for security, 
flexibility and control

• All-in-one offer available enabling VTC 
modernization: One-Touch Join (OTJ), 
Registration / Provisioning, Directories / 
phonebooks, B2B Firewall traversal

• Teams functionality: On customer domain, 
secure lobby bypass

• Industry-specific capabilities: ExpressRoute 
for VTC, Branding, 1080p, Skype for Business 
migration

• Public cloud or on-prem deployment: 100% 
Azure-hosted for best-in-class network traversal 
into Microsoft Teams, or on-premises option

• One Touch Join from VTCs: One touch to join 
from Poly and Cisco endpoints included as part 
of the subscription

• Only company to offer CVI and native Microsoft 
Teams Rooms: Transition smoothly to native 
Microsoft Teams Rooms through Poly’s CVI and 
native Teams Rooms offers

• Enterprise-wide licensing with concurrent VTC 
licensing: Enable all users with CVI capability, 
pay for concurrent license

bluejeans.com/tryteams/signup

30-day totally unlimited free trial

pexip.com/microsoft-interoperability/contact

Test drive Pexip CVI for Microsoft Teams

TeamMicrosoft@poly.com

Free 60-day free trial at any time (Link)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please reach out to the partner for additional info on these offerings. 

http://pexip.com/free-cvi
https://www.poly.com/us/en/promotions/realconnect-trial




Appendix



Supports

2,000
Staff

25,000
Volunteers

Spread across 

120 sites
• Seeking to improve internal collaboration, boost 

productivity and increase connectivity for its remote sites
• Adopted Teams through Office 365 with

Logitech Video Collaboration solutions
• Deployed Logitech Solution for Skype Room Systems in 

tandem with Logitech GROUP or Logitech MeetUp, as 
well as Logitech Webcams and Headsets

• Clocked 8,000-9,000 minutes on Teams in the first 6 
months - feedback on video and audio quality has been 
"overwhelming positive" 

• Staff are requesting more kit-outs across the national 
operation due to word-of-mouth and use cases that 
could hugely impact the administration of their services

“We’ve moved away from a 
complicated system to one 
where you can just hit the join 
button and we’re there, we’re in 
the meeting and ready to go.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Australian Red Cross has transformed the way its 2,000 staff and 25,000 volunteers collaborate internally, as well as how they administer their humanitarian services externally, by adopting Teams through Office 365 and Logitech Video Conferencing Solutions. “The Australian Red Cross are an organisation focused on humanitarian values. Everything is about face-to-face relationships and that’s very difficult to do when you have 120 sites across the country. Now, with everyone able to communicate and collaborate face-to-face, it’s changing the way we work.”The Australian Red Cross faced a unique set of challenges as a NFP. Its humanitarian focus requires meaningful face-to-face relationships, which can be hard to orchestrate when a large portion of their 120 sites are located in extremely remote areas.They needed a cost-effective solution that could reduce the need for travel, improve internal collaboration, boost productivity and increase connectivity for its remote sites – something that wasn’t happening with its existing video collaboration system.�Additionally, the rollout of a new solution hinged on the a affordability and simplicity of that rollout.In an effort to increase connectedness to its stakeholders and overcome its unique challenges as an organization, the Australian Red Cross began to lay the technological foundations for its 'End User Computing Project' at the beginning of last financial year. A large part of this project was adopting through Office 365, and aligned with that, introducing 25 Logitech Skype Room Systems with either Logitech Group or MeetUp, as well as 65+ Logitech Webcams and Headsets around Australia. �Logitech’s range of products gave the Australian Red Cross flexibility to find the appropriate solution for each one of its varied sites. They’ve now moved away from a complicated system to one “where you can just hit the join button and we’re there, we’re in the meeting and ready to go”.The Logitech and Teaqms solutions deployed were, for them, the most cost-effective solution currently available in market. �Its impact on travel reduction, internal collaboration, productivity, end-user experience, as well as the feedback on things like video and audio quality have all been "overwhelming positive" – to the point where they’ve clocked 8,000-9,000 minutes on Teams in the first 6 months. �Staff are crying out for more kit-outs across the national operation due to word-of-mouth expressions of success as well as the uncovery of use cases that could hugely impact the administration of their services.�In the Northern Territory, for example, the Australian Red Cross’ Katherine site is now connecting Indigenous communities and families to one another with video conferencing solutions and Teams. In addition to strengthening the cultural and personal bonds of these people, it has been especially impactful when used as a means to connect the community with incarcerated family members. ���
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Demo resources



Interactive Demo
aka.ms/MicrosoftTeamsRoomsDemo

Video (direct link)
Re-imagine meeting experiences with Microsoft Teams-enabled devices for shared spaces
Microsoft Mechanics: Your Integrated Meeting Solution
Transform every meeting with Microsoft Teams Rooms
Work like you are in one place, with Microsoft Teams Rooms
How to transform small meeting spaces with collaboration bars for Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Device Showcase
aka.ms/TeamsDevices

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VBRa4s1hVM
https://aka.ms/MicrosoftTeamsRoomsDemo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqHWK4OxEXc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4N-Z6mT09Q&t=108s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VBRa4s1hVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XvgH2rNpmk&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZvUSkXfVCo&t=3s
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